HISTORY
It Is Known That Into the Brand UKT it Has Been Conveyed
an Innovative Technology Which Evolved Over Two Decades Into a
Versatile and Innovative Family of HVAC Products

That Innovation Made History Throughout the World,
Still Proved Today by a Chain of Patents and Projects That Have Show
a New Path to the Modern Air Conditioning

What is Less Known is
When and Where This History Began to Write itself :

THE ORIGIN:
Around the year 1997 the inventors of this technology Fabrizio and Giuliano Ungarelli,
respectively father and son, challenged each other in a family reunion :
Fabrizio was an expert in engineering and multi-technologies with 40+ years of
experience grown globally even in classified supplies, he was arguing with his son that
the existing air-conditioning technology was obsolete and very little it was invented in
the last few decades to be recognized as a real innovation.

Giuliano, at that time was already an appreciated specialist in designing and
development of air-conditioning system for automotive, marine, residential and
found himself viscerally challenged at these words :

“you engineers just copy each other but none of you have the mind-set to risk the
chair doing something different which may change the habits of everyone” ..

We cannot change the physic rules, but we can change what we do with them,
so why not develop a miniaturized air conditioner without the need for an external unit,
with integrated energy recovery solutions, possibly with ecological refrigerant….
Easy to say… but at that time such “idea” was unbelievably Futuristic, the main components
itself were not all available and ecological refrigerants were still experimental.
Under that spirit the Ungarelli’s began to redesign and re-invent many AC components while
sourcing other parts from their global network, without spare investments, time, passion
and research, they deployed a working prototype in less than two years from that day.

A new page in global standards :
This New Type ff Air Conditioner Was Designed to Operate With Just a
Single Hole Through the Wall by Mean of Two Concentrical-Pipes
Eliminating the Need for External Condenser
An Extra-ordinary Knowledge In Fluid-dynamics Has Been Put in Place
During Designing to Simplify AC Installation or Replacements Too
Making it Possible to Bring Air Conditioning
Where it was Not Previously Allowed by the Building Architecture
Such Type of Air Conditioner at That Time Was Yet Not Mentioned Into
None of the Air-conditioning National or ISO Standards…

We Can Say That, After UKT
A New Page In Technology Has Been Written
In Addition to That, the AC Unit Was Also Designed to Integrate a
Miniaturized Water Radiator Option (Hydronic) In Order to Replace or to
Integrate - All In One - Both Conventional Heating With Cooling Elements
to Optimize the Usage of the Interior Living Space to Reduce Installation
Costs, Save Materials and Minimize Energy Leaks.
Extending The Concept, Also A Miniaturized Heat Generator, Gas Burner
Was Considered as a Potential Option Inside the Air-conditioner.

“All These Reflections Were
Unbelievably Futuristic For
the Times But Still Today
Up-To-date”

Patents :
Reasonably there were a large number of innovations patentable at that time (*).

At least 6 to 8 key patents deserve to be mentioned :
The saga begin with a patent explaining the miniaturization of an entire
independent climate control system , introducing for the first time the
concentrical pipes as a solution to ventilate compressor and condenser.

The patent was granted previously in Italy IT 0001308966 and subsequently
throughout all Europe with n° EP 1018624
The patent introduce also the “concentrical pipes” as a functional part of the
system , shortly it became a “concept” which uses as much as possible the effects
of the wind blowing against the buildings, therefore :
..“by mean of various structural solutions it supports the recovery of free energy
such as the condensate water, influencing the design and the manufacturing of
the entire internal structure for the disposal of the heat outside..”
This patent also claims the various integrated options such as the Hydronic
heating or gas-burner heat-generator.

IT 0001308966
EP1018624

.. continue :
Despite their prototype was still a pioneering appliance under all effects
its performance went beyond expectations, that fifteen years
in advance to the modern energy efficiency targets.

The heating was obtainable by combining the two solutions included in
patent claims, so the next missing development was the addition of the
reversing-cycle heat pump, for middle seasons.

Indeed that became a third solution to heating which
resulted into the patent: n° IT 0001321596.
In parallel the “CONCENTRICAL PIPE CONCEPT" became the hallmark of
all UKT branded products, that today just not only represents an icon of
originality but also become a case of study into universities.

The inventors than realized that one problem was still unsolved,
their invention needed necessarily to be installed indoor on an external
wall to exchange air-flow, fig.2 , so how to bring heating and Cooling in
the inner rooms without ducting ?
To solve this point a further patent introduced the
air-conditioner split without external unit, fig. 4 .

This innovation was granting Patent n° IT 0001329705 + EP
IT0001321596

IT0001329705 + EP1271064A2

.. continue :
In the years to follow the inventors developed other inventions such as the
"Diamond", a futuristic angular Air-Conditioner able to suits the
dead-angles in room’s corner.
The Diamond utilises the space usually empty, whilst maintaining the basic
“concepts” such that to be without outdoor unit and use one extraction
hole with two concentrical pipes.
The easy installation and ability to be installed in the internal corners of a
room, regardless if left or right, required deep fluid-dynamic studies.
The result made this air conditioner compact and futuristic in terms of
design, perfectly suited for environments where the furniture is already
taking up a considerable amount of space, with proper colours it also
disappear at sight.
Such innovation is reported in a Worldwide Patent : WO2005111514A1
Along this path a large number of secondary innovation accompanied the
Ungarelli’s , the continuous research to optimize efficiency drove them to
combine heat-pump with innovative incoming materials chemistry created,
such as the ceramic heating elements.
That combination made it possible to build
Super-heating-Air Conditioners , at freeze outside temperatures.

WO2005111514A1
Want to know
more about SUPERHEATING ?
Click here

Last page, before the future :
Along the previous path many other patents have been registered (*) .
the project

VERTICAL holds a PTC registration and registered design in EU with
no. 001299556-0001.

The Vertical, once again, opened a new path in style and in the way the final
customer may look at the air-conditioning.

In two decades at least 25 different and innovative AC models have been
developed acquiring and extra-ordinary know-how and experience.
But, this is just the first part of the story …..

001299556-0001
See the bulletin

To read full text
of Patents

Google-Patents
https://patents.google.
com/?inventor=ungarel
li+fabrizio&oq=ungarell
i+fabrizio+giuliano

(*) Not all old Patents are available on the web due to the late or absent computerization of the Italian patent bureau at that time.
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